NOT ALL MEN
DEFENSE TESTIMONIAL
by
ORI ALON

Special edition!! Including sensational and behind the
scenes information about the censored White Men Registry!!
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Thousands of teens and adults commit suicide each
year after experiencing cyber bullying.
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Property of Humanity
IN HONOR OF SEXUAL ASSAULT SURVIVORS

Dear ally, (artist statement)
The #MeToo campaign shook me to the core. I knew the statistics, but
the courage of so many women in my life to share about their daily,
humiliating and demeaning experiences, in such a vulnerable and
honest way, was the most inspiring thing I've seen on the internet and
will influence and benefit our lives for generations to come. I organized
two different men's groups to confidentially share about how and why
we treat women in disrespectful ways in which twenty of us reflected
on our behavior and regrets. One man who had abused his authority
twenty years ago (and is doing important work helping sex addicts
since) said he feels like he was trained by society to behave that way,
and pointed to how big powers such as film, fashion, advertising and
porn industries negatively influence men to behave in these ways.
Around the same time, I was offered the Winter Residency at the
Matteawan Gallery in Beacon NY. I decided to create an interactive
work about the #MeToo campaign. I believe that men who harass
women, or anyone oppressing others, are inevitably unhappy and not
free, and therefore can use my support, listening ear and even a loving
hug. This doesn't take away from the suffering of the victims, my
unconditional support for them or the urgency to create a more just
world, but it became the topic of my project - if unhappiness leads to
oppression, helping the oppressor can lead to less sexism and racism. I
decided to facilitate the White Men Registry by the NY Diversity
Authority, in which white men (who are at high risk of becoming Nazis,
mass murderers and sexual abusers) will be invited to share about their
suffering and prejudices and women and people of color could show
compassion and solidarity to the unique individual life experiences of
white men in their lives. If they wish, they could also wear a pinkish
purple 'I'm an ally to white men #BeTheChange button to make sure
that white men know they have someone they can lean on when they
feel lonely, greedy, discriminatory or abusive.

This didn't go well. Offering love to white men, even with clear
satirical elements, was deeply disturbing to many. One friend compared
me to Neo Nazis and others started treating me as if I was a racist, which
unsettled the sensitive white fragile man within me. I've created
interactive anti racism street artworks that were viewed by some half a
million people, but one unsuccessful joke is all it takes to be labeled as
alt right. Part of me was genuinely surprised by the negative and
accusatory feedback - I think trying to understand the life experience
and prejudices of anyone is always a good thing (including of Hitler and
Stalin, who were both victims of harsh domestic violence in their
childhood). Many people assumed I'm confused or clueless and sent me
Racism 101 articles, or feared that by offering more love and
compassion I will make systematic racism and patriarchy worse. As a
Centrist I find this dangerous to society when people feel safe and free
to express controversial opinions. As a Clown, I find this whole saga
incredibly silly.
When I officially converted to Clowning last year I took serious vows
to follow this spiritual path. I'm here to generate more compassion, love,
laughter and to subvert authority with joy and critical thinking. I'm not
here to upset anyone and I recognize my imperfection and that this
project might be a mistake. And therefore, in honor of Senator
McCarthy, I decided to censor the White Men Registry. As a
pseudo-intellectual, I condemn this decision, and I will be illegally
performing the “White Men Registry” at the Gallery as planned and I
will delve deeply into the contradictions inherent in these decisions.
With the joy of giving service,
Ori
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Final results: 83% in favor, 17% against
the WMR. I decided to cancel the show
because it’s too mainstream.

A MESSAGE OF UNITY
All over the world, White men are suffering. Our
struggles are real - greed, insecurity, addiction, confusion
about our redefined masculinity or unbearable guilt about
colonialism. We all need a hug and a listening ear from
time to time, we are humans. This book is a desperate
call for compassion and empathy for us and a silent
prayer for healing our social discourse. If you are a
woman or a person of color and you'd like to support us
or simply show solidarity, please consider wearing this
button on your shirt or backpack. All proceeds will go to
benefit at risk white youth in the suburbs.
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NEW YORK
DIVERSITY
AUTHORITY

Everyone is Welcome
Ally Info Center
Please take number.
www.nyda.gov
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Feels like a betrayal to my
own sex and to humanity
to wear this hat.
It feels a little dirt
y wearing
this hat, like a trai
tor.
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“I don't want to know how it
feels to wear this hat.”

“I don't want to wear this hat.
I'm scared of what I'll become.”

.

My self summary
I'm an open minded liberal immigrant artist looking for a Trump supporter
(preferably a gun owner) woman who's in an open relationship and is interested in
having romantic time together in order to heal our broken country. I believe
Liberals and Conservatives making love to one another will help our nation and
bridge the divides between us. This can be a far more meaningful and productive
form of activism than leaving voicemails to our representatives. I'm not just a
snowflake talking in the air - in order to support this important cause I am making
real sacrifice in the world (#BeTheChange!) my wife and I agreed to open our
relationship for a limited period of time in order to fix America and save the planet.
My goal is to meet conservative women who are in polyamorous relationship and
interested in having romantic interactions and possibly make love to a happily
married pacifist conceptual artist. I will NOT answer any messages from leftists. I
was never with a man but if that’s what we need in order to save the poor dolphins
I’m willing to try :) No cheating - this is only meant for Trump supporters who
practice ethical non monogamy.
What am I doing with my life
I am the Director of the Center for Supportive Bureaucracy (Empowering Clerks
Network, LLE). Making America Love Again!!
Six things I could never do without
Facebook, Coffee, soul-search, passive aggressiveness, satire, culture jamming,
amazon prime, cargo pants & sandals, Turkish delights, my family.
I’m really good at
I make amazing lentils stew and ok tofu scramble with Zaatar (middle eastern
spice), I get high or drunk really fast, I sing along with Moana.
Favorite books, movies, shows, music and food
Chaplin is my hero, Marina Abramovic is my guru, I listen to Springsteen as satire
on white fragility (he’s hilarious), I love Howard Zinn, Sinead O’Connor, Guns and
Roses Dylan covers, Dave Chappelle, Bach, Billie Holiday, Britney Spears, The
Smiths, Bjork, Buddhist self help books, hummus, falafel, pizza and James Baldwin.
www.JoyPermit.org
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So wrote Greta Zimmer Friedman, recalling the day in 1945 when a drunken
sailor named George Mendonsa sexually assaulted her in Times Square. Such
incidents happen all the time; though of course not many enter our cultural
consciousness as iconic (and widely misinterpreted) photographs.
Source : “The Selective Blindness of the Rape Culture”
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621 Comments
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September 20, 2017

Ori Alon
60 Anderson Street
Beacon, NY 12508
Re: Material Drop Off Policy
Dear Mr. Alon:
It has come to my attention that you recently left this booklet in our
collection. As per our material selection policy, material cannot be added
to our collection without prior authorization.
Please consider this as a warning, if you break our policy again, you will
be permanently banned from our library.

Sincerely,

Gillian F. Thrope
Library Director
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Empowering Clerks Network - Center for Supportive Bureaucracy
MORE THAN JUST PAPERW

RK

Gillian F. Thorpe
Julia L. Butterfield Memorial Library
Cold Spring NY
Dear Mrs Thorpe,
Thank you for your kind letter. I apologize to the people of Cold Spring
for leaving my book there. If I caused any unnecessary suffering I’m
willing to have my Karma influenced negatively by it. My thoughts and
prayers are with the victims of this thoughtless act of culture jamming.
I am the Director and Founder of the Empowering Clerks Network
(Center for Supportive Bureaucracy). As part of my official role I and
hundreds other Empowering Clerks offer regular services around the
country to tens of thousands of Playful Paperwork recipients. As a service
to the public, I often leave Joy Permits in supermarkets, Compassion
Cards in banks, Racism Release Forms at the DMV, Open Carry
Permits for Musical Instruments at music and guns stores, Refurbished
Report Cards in schools and my books in various locations. I created a
series of alternative street signs (“No Racism Within 100 ft of Building”
for example) and memorial plaques for forgotten events (benches around
the country are now dedicated to McCarthy Witch Hunt and War on Drugs
victims for instance). These often spread rapidly through social media or
when people print their own documents and issue them to their
communities. You are welcome to follow me on social media or join the
mailing list (or we can just stay pen-pals!). I don’t think art should cost
money, so as much as possible I offer my
work and books for free. People can
choose to support me or ‘pay it forward’
for another cause they believe in. So far I
printed and distributed about 8,000 books
and 150,000 official documents this way. I
would recommend this path to any artist. I
am certain that you are dedicated to the
success of emerging artists in the
Hudson Valley.
My artist book Regulations are Flexible at
the Metropolitan Museum.

Thank you for taking the trouble of returning the copy of Gender
Neutral (Birth of Evil) to me. I also left a copy of my artist book
Regulations Are Flexible and a few copies of The Magic Bagel books. If
you do find these copies, I’d love to personally come and collect them!
Gender Neutral and Regulations are Flexible are geared towards the more
Conservative crowd, but my new book, Resistance Diary is geared more
towards the center of our political map and was written with the average
American in mind. I hope you find it appropriate for the library to have a
copy of it as part of your collection and I am delighted to add a copy to
this letter for your approval.
I realize that some parents might get upset by the cover of my book and
wish to protect their children from seeing female genitals covered by a
Nazi Germany Hitler stamp being born out of the vagina of the famous
Gustave Courbet's Origin of the world (L'Origine du monde, 1866).
My intention in this work was to show how even the architect of some of
the most evil crimes in human history was once a little baby, craving love,
warmth and attention. I find it highly offensive that some people confuse
mid 19th century painting with soft porn, but perhaps I’m too sensitive. I
assumed that since our beloved President talked so openly about forcibly
grabbing women's genitals, our society has shifted its fear of the human
body, and therefore such collage isn't considered provocative by today's
standards. I was manipulated by the media. In order to solve the conflict
between me and the people of Cold Spring, I'd like to offer you a few
suggestions which I'm happy to discuss these over coffee or via email:
1. I can lead a free Playful Paperwork workshop for using bureaucracy
to increase compassionate behavior. I presented the ECN in various
institutions including the Silberman School of Social Work, Expressive
Therapies Summit, Mishkan Shalom in Philadelphia, ReNew Pittsburgh,
Staten Island Museum, Atlanta Beltline, Clearwater Festival and others.
2. I can lead a free letter writing event with typewriters. For ten years
I’ve helped over 200 people write personal letters using vintage
typewriters - they dictate and I listen and type. The work was presented at
the Hudson Valley Center for Contemporary Art and the Chronogram.
3. I can lead a workshop for seniors at the local high school, in which
they'd write rejection letters to colleges in the spring (I've led a similar
workshop at the Poughkeepsie Day School recently, you can read more
about it at Resistance Diary).

4. I can lead a free Hidden Fortune Wheel workshop, a participatory street
art project which invites participants to imagine themselves in other
person’s shoes. I will present the project and guide local residents in
creating their own versions of the wheel. (the project was presented by the
Gothamist and the Brooklyn Paper, among others)
Please note that this is my professional work and financial livelihood, which
I don't provide at no cost usually. Many institutions abuse artist’s generosity
and force them to receive government entitlement programs, resulting in
less money for invading foreign countries. Therefore if you truly love our
country, you should pay artists what they deserve, even if just to support our
troops who sacrifice everything to get affordable college tuition and defend
your freedom. Please do not forward this letter to anyone, so people won't
think I’m an ameteur patsy who works for free. Honestly, it's all Hitler's
fault. Had he received the proper love as a child, or tried again to attend an
art school, my grandparents wouldn't flee for Israel and I wouldn't have
been born. Resist! America First!
With blessings,
Ori Alon,
Director, Center for
Supportive Bureaucracy
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CENSORED
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342 Comments

24,872 views
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THIS AD SPACE CAN BE YOURS!!
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NY State might declare all boycotting of Israel illegal (including of conceptual Israeli
Clowns living in the US of course). Make sure your Joy Permit is properly displayed on the
fridge door or you may be subject to heavy karma fines (according to 63965KBM NYLAW)
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“When you plant lettuce, if it does not grow well, you don't blame the lettuce. You
look for reasons it is not doing well. It may need fertilizer, or more water, or less sun.
You never blame the lettuce. Yet if we have problems with our friends or family, we
blame the other person. But if we know how to take care of them, they will grow well,
like the lettuce. Blaming has no positive effect at all, nor does trying to persuade
using reason and argument. That is my experience. No blame, no reasoning, no
argument, just understanding. If you understand, and you show that you
understand, you can love, and the situation will change”
― Thich Nhat Hanh
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Ori Alon
An asshole who thinks too highly of
himself. He often writes stupid things on
Facebook and interacts with people he
doesn't know in a disrespectful way.

Charlie Chaplin touched the depths of my soul in a way that no other artist
has ever done. Whenever I need guidance or have doubts about my artistic
process, I look up to the tramp to get answers. His creative responses to
poverty, orphanhood, fascism and McCarthyism are incredibly brave, human
and open hearted. I consider his movies some of the most inspiring
achievements of the human spirit.
For me the tramp is one of the most beautiful examples of what it means to
be human: to love even when everything is against you, to fight violence not
with violence but with a smile, and to stand up for your truth, even when the
most powerful forces in the world are trying to silence you. Many people will
remember Chaplin as the silent movie star who's first words on the screen
are one of the most powerful speeches ever at the last scene of The Great
Dictator (1941). But for me, Chaplin's parenting example in my favorite
movie of all time, The Kid (1921) strikes me far closer to home. His
willingness to adopt an orphan baby and give him all of the love and care he
could have, while showing him the example of how to survive in an unjust
world is just as courageous (if not more) as it is to fight fascism. As a parent,
my role model is Chaplin in The Kid.
Chaplin's contributions to humanity I believe are as beneficial as the
teachings of Gandhi. I often ask myself, who influenced the world more MLK or Chaplin? You can measure King’s achievements in a very practical
way. But how can one tell the influence of a Clown? How can we measure
what hope Chaplin seeded in millions of people's hearts, or how would they
have endured the hardships of the Great Depression without having the
tramp to identify with, love and laugh with? How can we measure the
influence Chaplin had on generations of comedians who provide us with
hope and ease during our most difficult moments? We research politics,
history and science, but we have very few tools to measure how important
humor is to the survival and success of the human race.
In the midst of the McCarthy era, the United States of America had chosen
to deport Charlie Chaplin. Let that sink in for a moment - the strongest
empire in history, whose core value is freedom, was so afraid of a little
tramp that wore rags and walked with a cane. Very few artists ever exposed
the emperor's new clothes in such a way. I'd like to believe that we all have
this power, and if we speak enough truth to power we too might get
deported from the land of the mediocre to the holy land of answering (with
a smile) the only question that is worth asking - why are we here for?

U.S. Integrity
Protection Agency
USIPA.GOV

For official use only

Suffering Declaration
PAGE 1 / 2 FORM APPROVED
OMB NO. 1651-0009 93HLR, 75J, 886C, G47
According to USIPA and NYDA each human being is
responsible for carrying his or her unique suffering and qualifies
to Compassion Entitlements from society based on their Total
Suffering Value (TSV). You are invited to fill this form according
to life experience, memory may be subjective and
influenceable. For family or communal applications use KL-76.
Remember to use ONLY trustworthy relationships (family,
friends, strangers or trained listeners) to share more about your
unique suffering. We’re all in it together xoxoxo #resist
Family Name (optional)
First (given)
Nickname (recommended)
Rate suffering experienced through life
1.Hunger (1 never 10 often)
2.Violence (as victim 1 never 10 often)
3.Violence (towards self 1 never 10 often)
4.Violence (towards others 1 never 10 often)
5.Discrimination (1 never 10 very often)
6.Health problems (1 minor 10 major)
7.Loneliness (1 rarely 10 acute)
(continue on page 2)

U.S. Integrity
Protection Agency
USIPA.GOV

For official use only

Suffering Declaration
PAGE 2 / 2 FORM APPROVED
OMB NO. 1651-0009 93HLR, 75J, 886C, G47
Rate suffering experienced through life (continued)
8.Destructive Addiction (1 never 10 often)
9.Unhappiness (1 very happy 10 very unhappy)
10.Childhood trauma (1 minimum 10 maximum)
11.Prejudices towards others (1 few 10 many)
12.Greed (1 never 10 often)
TOTAL SUFFERING VALUE (TSV, ADD 1-12)
Race / Ethnicity
❐ African American ❐ Latino ❐ White ❐ Asian ❐ Middle-Eastern
❐ Native Pacific Islander ❐ Beatles Fan ❐ Native American
❐Other ____________________________________________
❐ Female ❐Male ❐Other _____________________________
Date
Signature
Feedback / Questions / Thoughts

Send photos of completed form (both sides) to 9175334703 or
oribeacon@gmail.com please visit www.alfassibooks.com to learn more.

Alon - Joanes Family
Department of Give & Take
August 22nd, 2017
Andrea & Tom Lenci-Cerchiara
Beacon NY 12508

Dear victims of domestic clutter,
This letter is to inform you that an object you once lend to the
Alon-Joanes Family
1 round Ziplock plastic container (blue)
Has been successfully confiscated by the Family. It is now used
(when lid can be found and until broken) for various hygienic
and not so hygienic purposes. Please accept our traditional
blessing to you - “may all objects be happy, may all objects be
free of suffering”. If you wish to file a complaint regarding your
sacrifice you may call Governor Cuomo hotline at
1-800-LOST-CONTAINERS (Wed, Mon &Fri 4:51pm-7:42pm).

With the joy of stealing property,
Ana Joanes
Ori Alon
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$ $ $ $ $ $ ART IS WORK $ $ $ $ $ $
If you enjoyed this book please consider making a PayPal donation
to oribeacon@gmail.com to support my work or Pay it Forward
with time / money / talent to another cause you believe in.
Thank you
Ori

The tunnel rats were American, Australian, and New
Zealander soldiers who performed underground
search and destroy missions during the Vietnam War.
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Ori Alon is an artist, cartoonist, writer
and a Village Fool. He develops and issues
Playful Paperwork services through the
Center for Supportive Bureaucracy
(Empowering Clerks Network). See more
of his work at www.alfassibooks.com

